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Themes
•Rural lands produce more than 
crops and livestock
•Attempts to promote these “other 
things” have adopted one of two 
models

•neither of which is working
•We need to find a new direction



What do we mean by environmental goods and 
services?



Problems with Current Policy Approaches

•Regulatory Takings
•Fairness
•Perverse Incentives

•Willingness to Pay or       
Multifunctionality

•Fiscal Competition 
•Benchmarking 
•Valuation 



A Paradox

•(apparent) growing demand for 
environmental goods and services

•(so far) not much supply, in 
Canada

•Why?



The Metaphorical Rhetoric of Natural 
Capital

•Examples:
•Ecological or environmental goods
and services
•Natural capital

•“Economistic” language
•Sounds like economics
•But there is an important distinction

• goods and services and capital are 
actually exchanged in markets 



Why Aren’t These Things Exchanged 
in Markets?

Economic Reasons
•Inherent characteristics?
•Public goods? 
•Transaction costs

Political Reasons
•History of policy and institutional 
barriers

•Peter Pearse “overtaken by economic 
and social change”



New Directions: Moving Beyond 
Metaphors

•Environmental entrepreneurship
•Interaction of willing buyers and 
willing sellers
•Extend market exchange 
relationships

•Learn from experiences in other 
jurisdictions



Why Markets?
•The status quo is a product of 
historical accident, not functional 
analysis
•Subjective theory of value

•Perfect markets vs market failure 
vs unique access to subjective 
valuation information



How?
•“I can’t imagine.”
•Reduce transaction costs

•Club goods, trade associations, 
brokers

•Policy and institutional reform



Some Shreds of Evidence
•Maria Klimas’ MSc thesis

•New Brunswick woodlot owners 
survey: 290 respondents

•Terry Anderson and Donald Leal 
Eco-Capitalists
•Monika Drozdz current MSc 
research
•Delta Waterfowl (ALUS)



Frequency of exchanges of ecological goods and services by New 
Brunswick survey respondents
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Number of exchangesNotes: 
Four out of 102 respondents have sold one or several ecological goods or services; One has sold six ecological goods and services, the second has sold two, the third 
has sold eight and the fourth has sold one ecological good or service; Total number of exchanges was 725
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Impediments to Transactions
•Encroachment by trespassers
•High transaction costs
•High costs of provision
•Government restrictions on 
transactions in environmental 
goods and services
•Subsidized competition



Summary
•Environmental goods and 
services are “stuck”

•Existing approaches are not 
working

•We need to be more innovative
•It is time to move beyond the 
metaphors of natural capital and 
environmental goods and services


